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About This Content

Ultimate Night Environment X is a comprehensive texture package that features over 300 new night textures that greatly
enhance the lighting of all cities and towns throughout the world in FSX: Steam Edition. Cities, towns, and airports worldwide

come alive at night with enhanced and detailed night textures.

Best of all, frame rate friendly! Therefore, you can rest assured that it will not affect performance in any way.

Features:

Over 300+ new night textures bring all cities and towns throughout the world to life.

New added lighting to buildings in Europe and Africa that had no lighting before.

Enhanced night lighting for Highways, Freeways and Roadways.

Enhanced night lighting for vehicles and traffic

Enhanced night lighting for auto-gen buildings around the world

Frame rate friendly.
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This is possibly the MOST BASIC 3d cad program ive used. a weak set of sculpting tools, axes and plains that MAKE NO
SENSE. AND ALL MODELS ARE EXTREMELY HIGH IN POLYGONS WITH NO ABILITY TO REDUCE THEM. i
export to maya and reduce polygons but beyond 20% the mesh is distorted beyond recognition. NO REDO FUNCTION, you
have 10 steps back and accidentaly do 11, WELL YOU HAVE TO REPEAT THAT 11th step. Considering both sculptris and
blender ARE FREE im glad i only paid 25% of the retail price because im am
SOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO unhappy with this product. I have also come to the conclusion, if you cant
follow tut's to get efficient in blender......you have no place in the 3d world. Derp.. This game has beautiful art, and I want to
like it, but it's terrible. Controls were awkward and it took me 15 minutes, a walkthrough, and at least 20 deaths to figure out the
first puzzle, because the game didn't give any hints.

Good concept, awful execution and design.. Cloak op but made a good comeback. This game was a fitting end to a great trilogy.
I was a little confused when I first started the game; I was hoping it would continue right where vol 2 left off, since that game
was really heating up when it stopped short of reaching a conclusion. Alas, this game tells you what happened after that, but it's
done in explanation format rather than letting you really experience it. Instead of direct continuation of vol 2's plot line, this
game sets up a new high-stakes plot which, after it is properly set up, had me on the edge of my seat, just like the first 2
installments. The ending of the game didn't leave me feeling let down, or that there was more that needed to be explained, and
while the main character still has much to accomplish in his life, I don't feel that there will be any more games in this series.

Just like the last 2 games, I learned about some economic concepts I wasn't aware of, and they were explained in enough detail
for me to understand them in the context of the game, without going in-depth enough to feel like an expert in the subject. The
music and art were of great quality that's pretty comparable to volume 2. If you played the first 2 games, playing this one is a no-
brainer, and if you haven't played any of them, you would do well to go check out vol 1 and find out just how exciting
economics can be!. This game is definitely better than GTA, but it lacks minimap.7/10
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My first simulator and last simulator
Just puked up because of my motion sickness lol
I bet it's a good game, just not for me. Challenging. When I got this I thought, easy no brainer and easy achievements. Umm,
yeah about that easy, no brainer, it was deceiving.
Its a great game!. Enjoyed it as much as the first one.
This one has more dialogue and clearer story.
It's a sad story, but as always the game art itself is beautiful.

. This game is...kinda awful. I feel I gave it a fair shot - some old games take some getting used to - but it just didn't grow on
me.

When you start the game, there's a message that asks you to put in the game CD. Seeing as how this is a digital copy, that is not
possible to do, so you're just kind've left without music. While it doesn't bother me personally as the music is probably awful,
this may be a major turn-off for other players and doesn't start the "epic adventure" out very well.

The enviroment is made up of static rooms - large red arrows indicate where the next rooms are. You can activate a map to see
all of the rooms and areas you may not have explored yet, but it pretty much covers the screen, and I didn't find any way to
change the opacity, size or location of the map. While I'm fine with doing things the old fashioned way and just remembering
what rooms are important, it's really inconvenient, and other games in the genre have executed a simple map function much
better than this.

The art isn't bad, but it is extremely similar to....well, Diablo. It's mediocre, doesn't stand out in the genre.

The one-liners....mein gott. They're cheesey and annoying. The story is thin, unimaginative.

The loot is what I'd call few and far between. You can walk into a room, fight 5 skeletons guarding a chest, and open the chest
to find nothing inside. You sometimes run into an old woman that gives you mana\/health pots and a wizard (who you save at the
very beginning) that hands you some special item once in a blue moon.

There's no skill set or any real system for character progression. You can rarely get better armor, weapons, and some
consumables that give you stats. Because this system is rather insufficient, repeatedly getting empty rooms full of enemies
doesn't get easier. I'm not saying we should get rid of challenging fights, but the difficulty curve is a little steep.

If they intended this to be a semi-successful knock-off to fill in the space between Diablo and Diablo II, it failed. There are
other games in this genre that have aged better - don't spend your money on this one.. This game is AMAZING!!! for about 30
minutes.
the 360 no scope arena is bland and repetitive. i would like to see new maps skins and other game modes. after getting a kill all
you get is some lame air horn and the screen gets slightly more bright... please add more effect after getting a kill. maybe add
kill streaks (5 kills 10 kills double kills).

5/10

great to play with friends but gets boring and repetitive.
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